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Abstract. A collect’on F of sets is k-independent if for any selections A, B of kt and kz of its 
members with RI f kg = k, there are elements in all the members of A and not in the members 
of B. Bounds on the maximal size of k-indepzndent families exponential in the total number of 
elements are obtained. 
1. htroduction and summary 
Let S be an n element set. We call two subsets of S indepzudent (or 
24ndependent) if membership in one neither implies nor excludes mem- 
bership in the other; and non membership in one likewise neither implies 
nor excludes membership in the other. Thus two sets A and B are inde- 
pendent if 
(where ii- signifies the complement of A) are all non-empty. A collection 
of subsets of S is said to be 2- independent if each pair of members of it 
is 2-independent. 
We tail k subsets of S k-independent if t ere is no implicai-ion of mem- 
bership mvolving them or their complements alone. If we have subsets 
4,4, l *=9 A,, then they will be k-independent if all 2k intersections 
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are non-empty, where each L$ can be either Jij or >$. Thus k sets are k- 
independent when all 2k components of their Venn diagram are non- 
empty. A collection of subsets is k-independent if every k of its mem- 
bers are k-independent. 
The question considered in this paper is: How large can a k-independ- 
ent collection of subsets of an 12 element set be? We denote this max-i- 
ma1 size by f(n, k). For k = 2, we obtain thie exact result 
For Ilarger v:hes of k, we restrict our attention to k fixed and n “suffi- 
ciently large”. Undler these conditions, we sh0.w 
2’:’ 1 I? 2 I- k Ik - ’ < f(n k) < 2dzn2-k - , - , 
where d, , h!, are absolute constants. Thusf(n, k) is of exponential 
growth In II for every fixed k. 
The re:mainder of this paper consists of four sections. In the first, the 
result ( II) is obtained; the second and third give lower and upper bounds 
for the function f. The fin;:1 sectioil gives a slightly rno:*e refined upper 
bound. Whether the actuaLbound is closer to the upper or lower bounds 
(2) is an open question. 
2. The case k = 2 
Theawna 1. The maximal size o.!a Xzdependcnt collection of subsets of 
an fi &went set S is ( [II&-!_ 1). 
Proof. IX t a~ be even. Then the 1; n element subsets con tail kg one ;?artic- 
ular elerGt:nt of S form an (&_$ ) member collection whi(:~l,~ is 2-inciie- 
pendl:n t. 
To sho~w that no 2-independent collection 17 can be ‘rarpl:r, we note _ 
that iif A f:lnd .B are in F, then neither A nor 2 can be con1 ained in 413 or B 
Thus the .nznbers of F and their complements form a famill~ ,P of sub- . 
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sets ofS no one member containing another By a well-known theorem 
of Sperne~ [3] , F* can have no more than $T2) members, so that F can 
have no more than 4 $y2) or (n’;; II, members. 
Suppose now ti is odd. We can-construct an (! ‘>Y&) member 2-inde- 
pendent collection of subsets of S by choosing ayl [$n] element subsets 
containing some particular element. 
To show that (I ;2) !,! is an upper bound as well, we consider the mem- 
bers of F* (define; as above) which have [i H] or fewer elements. There 
are IF 1 of them. Every one of these must intersect every other; by a 
theorem of Erdijs, Ko and Rado [ 1 J , there are therefore at most (ln& l_ i> 
of them. 
3. A lower bound 
In the remaindx of this paper, we restrict ourselves to the case k > 2 
and YI “sufficient’ y large”. Set 
Ck = lim (iog, f’(~, k))/n, n-b 00 
so that 
f@, k) = 2n(ck+“(l)). 
Our object shall be to find bounds on Ck l We have not been able to 
prove that the limits Ck exist. We shall, nonetheless, write ck 2 s if 
f(n, k) 2 2M+ 043) and ck ,< t if f(!?, kj < 2n’*+ OC1)). 
We obtain a lower bound q tof(n, k) by a probabilistic argument. That 
is, we show that among all collections of q subsets of an ti element set S. 
the probability of k-independence is strictly less than unity, so that some 
q member collection must be k-independent. 
If k subsets of S are chosen at random, then the probability that they 
all contain some particular element of S is 2--k; thus the probability that 
they have vanishing common intersection is ( 1 -- 2-k)n. 
If q subsets of S are chosen at random, then the probability that for 
some /C distinct Air, Ai2, . . . . /$k that SOIIE f?Lzl gj;,, with ‘jm = A,1 or _ __ 
Al, be null is therefore no greater than 
(3 (4,)zk (I-2-kjfl . 
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Thus we can obtain as a Yower bound tof[vz, k) the smallest value of 4 
such that the quantity (3) is strictly less than unity. 
For jr > jr10 (k), sufficiently large, 4 will be large compared with k and 
we can approxinxute the quaMl.ty (3) by 
(4) (ikjk!) 2k ( I- 2-9, 
so that we obtain as our bound 4 
(5) q < 3 ikr)lfk (1-2-k )--nJk z-3 (k!)‘lk ((2k_1)/2n:)-nJk . 
Sinx the quantity (3) is a!ways less than the quantity (4) there exists a 
Q member k-independent family if inequality (5) holds. We th.erefore 
have tie following. 
Theorem 2. 
f (n, k) :> f kl Ilk f2k/( 2k - 1 )jnlk . \ 3 
(6) 
(7) = (log2+o(l))/k2k. 
We note: that this proof is nonconstructive - Le., it gives no specific 
way of constructing the family F. In fact, we have not even been able to 
give a “constructilon”’ of a 3-independent F on a elements with IN > Pn, 
where QI, Q! > 1, isI independent of n. 
4. An upper bound 
We obtain an upper bound for f (n, k) as follows. Let (A I , ..., -4k_l } , 
(A ‘i, ., Al;;_, } brd &tinct subsets of F. Say Ai # Ai, 1 2 i 11’ k -. 1. Then 
if B,; 7. Ai cjr Zj, S; = d4i or 2; one cannot have 
for then 
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Bj 2 B; n . . . n I$_, , 
contradicting the k-independence of E Among the Zck-*) non trivial 
(k- 1) intersections of any k-- 1 members of F at least one must have at 
most n l-(k-r) elements. ThusI, the number of selections of k - 1 mem- 
bers of F cannot exceed the number of subsets of F having at most 
n 2+-*) elements. 
Letting s = IFI, we therefore have 
For H > rz,(k), we bound $T_ 1 ) by sk -1 and approximate the right hand 
side of eq. (6) by its largest erm. We use the approximation 
(3 ( n ) = 2n[H(cu)+ o(f)] . o<o!< 1. na! 
where IT&-X) is the weii-known entropy function 
(10) H(a) = -[(Ylo&Q+(l -a)log5(1 -a)]. 
We thus have the follcwing. 
Theorem 3. If k is fixed, therz 
f(n. k) < 24H(* -(k-l4 + OH)] /<k-l) . 
tmlds. 
This theorem implies that 
(11) “k < [2-@-l>] /(k_ 1) 
(12) = 2?1+0(1)). 
5. A better upper bound 
In this seciion, we give an improvement on :he upper bound of 
(11) above. A collection of subs& is said to spar: S if their union is S. 
We first prove the following result. 
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Theorem 4. If F is a k-independent family of subsets of S, I S 1= n, and G 
is a collection of m nonsddisjoint subsets which span S n (Ail n Ai2 . . . nAit) 
with A’,, E F * fiw each p, and t + m < k, then some member of G is not 
x.7 rained %n any mem bclr of [F* - {A i, . . . , AiP )] . Mere F * consists of 
the> mem hers of F and their complements. 
Proof. If each member of G is contained in snme B,, then 
Ai, n A, . . . n Ait n ff& is empty, a. contradiction with the assume(;l k-
independent: of F. 
We apply this result with t = k-2, m = 2 for each Bil n Bi, n . . . n Biks_2 
for BiP in k” an& with IB,, n . . . i7 Bik 2 I = 0, for all G consisting Of 
pairs of [3 o] + 1 element subs&r; of Bii n . . . n Bik - 2 which span the 
latter set. 
We conclude that one half of the [f CT] + 1 element subsets of 
Bil n . . . n Bik_2 can lie in no other& in F”. 
Now 3 theorem of Lube11 and ‘h’amamoto [ 21 states that if H is a col- 
lection of subsets of S, no one containing another and if& is the number 
of p element inxmbers of H, then 
By the result of the last paragra:;)h above, each E;‘il .. . Bik_* gives rise to a 
set off ([i 01 + 1) subsets of S chf size [t CT] + 1 which can lie in no other 
B’s in F” and hence in no other B[ n . . . n Bk_2. Thtrefore, the collec- 
tion consisting of all such. subse ;s ?or all Bi, . . . Bik_2 has the property 
Fhat IJO one contains another. T~NJS if the number Of Bi, . . . Bik_* of size 
p is denoted by XP , we obtain that 
(14) 
Moreover, wt know that 
(15) 
, 
cx;, = k.S3 2k-‘, 
( ) --AM 
where s = IF 1. and 
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which relations express the number and average size of the non trivial 
Bil 43 . . . n Bijq_2* 
The relations ( 14), ( I5), (16) provide an upper bound on S. The coeffi- 
cients of Xp in the inequality (14) are such that sum of the coefficient 
ofXp,-1 and *pc,+ 1 exceeds twice the coefficient of XpO. The inequality 
is Clerefore weake:;t on its restriction on C Xp when all values of Xp are 
zero except one or two neighboring values. By (I@, these values must be 
[n 2-(k-*)] and [n 2-(R-2)] + 1. In the case that yt 2-‘k-1) is an intc’gr, 
we conclude that 
For yt sufficient?: large, the above inequality can be approximateCI as fol- 
lows. We use the approximations 
(18) = $-2+@(l) 9 
$?- w 2) 
- 
n 2--dk- r; + 1 
= p2--(k-2)+ *(l)), 
(2Q 0 
n 
) = pIti02+ 1)) + of 1)) . ?J 2-(k- 1) -I- 1 
Then c.q. ( 17) implies 
Ck < [k&2-rk-1) - 2-ck-L)] /(k-2). 
This gives a slight improvement on (11) although asymptotic: lly (in 0, 
the ratio of the bounds ( ! l), (2 1) approaches I. Table 1 gives the values 
of the bounds. 
_- 
k 
Table 1 
Bounds on ck 
- -- pp--- 
Lower bound (61 Upper bound (21) 
‘k 
fk “k 
fk 
y-pYP 
8.045 (i.3112 1.2408 
I.016 0.1467 1.107 
1.006 0.0707 1 .O,‘Q 
1.002 0.0345 1.0242 
1 .OOOO~ 2.060 x 10-’ 1.001429 
_-- _ I_. _ _-_c 
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